IMPLEMENTING MARRIAGE EQUALITY IN AMERICA
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INTRODUCTION

In June, the Supreme Court held that state proscriptions on same-sex marriage violate the Fourteenth Amendment. Obergefell v. Hodges declared that same-sex couples possess a fundamental right to marry but left implementation’s daily particulars to federal, state, and local officials. Because formal recognition of marriage equality is a valuable first step but realizing actual marriage equality will necessitate careful implementation of the Justices’ mandate, this effectuation deserves analysis.

Part I principally reviews Obergefell’s rationale for formal marriage equality. Part II assesses implementation of the Court’s mandate. Detecting that a few states and numerous localities have yet to provide comprehensive marriage equality, Part III proffers suggestions for attaining complete equality.
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I. BRIEF HISTORY OF MARRIAGE EQUALITY

Marriage equality’s origins and growth warrant limited review here as they have been analyzed elsewhere, and recent developments have greatest relevance. Justice Kennedy, writing for the majority in United States v. Windsor, held that section three of the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) contravened the Fourteenth Amendment because it harmed same-sex couples and their children, but he did not expressly address the constitutionality of state bans on same-sex marriage.

Relying on Windsor, nearly thirty district courts invalidated these restrictions, and four appeals courts affirmed district-court judgments, holding that state bans violated the Due Process Clause or the Equal Protection Clause. The Sixth Circuit, however, reversed district-court decisions overturning bans. The Supreme Court resolved the case in June.

Justice Kennedy, writing for the Obergefell majority, declared that the Constitution promises all individuals “liberty . . . to define and express their identity,” which petitioners sought “by marrying
The majority primarily invoked due process which safeguards fundamental liberties, encompassing most of the Bill of Rights and “personal choices [that are] central to individual dignity and autonomy.” The opinion deemed identifying and protecting those rights “an enduring part of the judicial duty to interpret the Constitution.” Justice Kennedy stated that the drafters and ratifiers of the Bill of Rights and Fourteenth Amendment “did not presume to know the extent of freedom in all of its dimensions,” thereby choosing to entrust future generations with a basic charter protecting liberty even as its meaning evolved. For decades the Court has “appl[ied] these established tenets” of due process to hold that the Constitution safeguards the right to marry. The opinion contended that “the Court must respect the basic reasons why the right . . . has


9. Obergefell, 135 S. Ct. at 2593–94. For a recounting of the deep changes in marriage’s structure over time, which ultimately strengthened it, see id. at 2595–96.

10. Id. at 2596.

11. Id. (observing that lesbian and gay rights litigation has coincided with a “shift in public attitudes toward greater tolerance”).

12. Id. at 2597. The opinion identified “intimate choices that define personal identity and beliefs” as examples of “personal choices central to individual dignity.” Id.; see generally Yuvraj Joshi, The Respectable Dignity of Obergefell v. Hodges, 6 CALIF. L. REV. CIRCUIT 117 (2015) (demonstrating “how Obergefell shifts dignity’s focus from respect for the freedom to choose toward the respectability of choices and choice makers”); Tribe, supra note 8, at 17 (propounding the “equal dignity” concept that Obergefell articulates).

13. Obergefell, 135 S. Ct. at 2598. Judges must use “reasoned judgment” to detect interests “so fundamental that the State must accord them its respect.” Id.

14. Id.; see Tribe supra note 8, at 24 (emphasizing the “importance of dialogue, both among people and institutions . . . across the centuries”).

15. Obergefell, 135 S. Ct. at 2598.
been long protected” when evaluating whether its cases’ rationales apply to same-sex couples.\(^\text{16}\)

This assessment drove the majority’s conclusion that these “couples may exercise the right to marry.”\(^\text{17}\) More specifically, “[t]he four principles and traditions” that show the reasons why marriage is considered fundamental “apply with equal force to same-sex couples.”\(^\text{18}\) The first of these four principles and traditions is that “the right to personal choice regarding marriage is inherent in the concept of individual autonomy,” because marriage-related decisions rank “among the most intimate [choices] that an individual can make.”\(^\text{19}\) A second principle revealing the marriage right’s fundamental nature is that “it supports a two-person union unlike any other in its importance to the committed individual[s].”\(^\text{20}\) “[S]ame-sex couples have the same right as opposite-sex couples to enjoy intimate association.”\(^\text{21}\)

The majority proclaimed the third principle was that the right to marry provides children and families benefits.\(^\text{22}\) For instance, “[e]xcluding same-sex couples from marriage” stigmatizes their children with the belief that “their families are somehow lesser.”\(^\text{23}\) Finally, the opinion identified the fourth principle: “[M]arriage is a keystone of our social order,” a notion witnessed in the increasing advantages, responsibilities, and rights which states bestow on married couples.\(^\text{24}\) Exclusion from marriage makes same-sex couples forfeit this “constellation of benefits,” despite there being “no difference between same- and opposite-sex couples with respect to this principle.”\(^\text{25}\) This contravenes the fundamental right to marry

\(^{16}\) Id. at 2599.

\(^{17}\) Id.

\(^{18}\) Id. For an analysis of these principles and traditions, see Yoshino, supra note 8, at 164.

\(^{19}\) Obergefell, 135 S. Ct. at 2599. They resemble choices on “contraception, family relationships, procreation, and childrearing, all of which are protected by the Constitution.” Id.

\(^{20}\) Id. Marriage “dignifies couples who ‘wish to define themselves by their commitments to each other.’” Id. at 2600 (quoting United States v. Windsor, 133 S. Ct. 2675, 2689 (2013)).

\(^{21}\) Id. (citing Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 588, 597 (2003)).

\(^{22}\) Id. The right to marry “draws meaning from related rights of childrearing, procreation, and education,” all of which can be characterized as a “unified whole.” Id. (citing Zablocki v. Redhail, 434 U.S. 374, 384 (1978)).

\(^{23}\) Id. (emphasizing that families without marriages are susceptible to stigma because they lack “the recognition, stability, and predictability [that] marriage offers”).

\(^{24}\) Id. at 2601 (listing some of the benefits afforded to married couples).

\(^{25}\) Id.
while inflicting stigma and injury that the Due Process Clause prohibits.\textsuperscript{26}

Justice Kennedy admitted that \textit{Washington v. Glucksberg}\textsuperscript{27} mandated a narrow definition of liberty in the Due Process Clause “with central reference to specific historical practice\textsuperscript{28},” but the marriage opinions employed the right “in its comprehensive sense, asking if there was a sufficient justification for excluding the relevant class from the right.”\textsuperscript{29} Justice Kennedy concomitantly maintained that defining rights by those who formerly enjoyed them would allow historical practices to “serve as their own continued justification” and stop new groups from “invok[ing] rights once denied.”\textsuperscript{30} The majority deemed “[t]he right to marry . . . fundamental as a matter of history and tradition,” but it found that fundamental rights also emanate from a “better informed understanding of how constitutional imperatives define a liberty” that is vital today.\textsuperscript{31}

Justice Kennedy stated that many individuals and groups premise resistance to same-sex marriage on “decent and honorable religious or philosophical” ideas;\textsuperscript{32} however, once “sincere, personal opposition becomes enacted law and public policy,” it places government’s stamp on “an exclusion that soon demeans or stigmatizes those whose own liberty is then denied.”\textsuperscript{33} Denying the right to marry to same-sex couples “disparage[s] their choices and diminish[es] their personhood.”\textsuperscript{34}

The opinion argued that the Equal Protection Clause also safeguards same-sex couples’ right to marry because it is intimately connected to the Due Process Clause even though they comprise

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{26} Id. at 2602.
\bibitem{28} \textit{Obergefell}, 135 S. Ct. at 2602 (observing that this “approach may have been appropriate” for the right of physician-assisted suicide at issue in \textit{Glucksberg}).
\bibitem{29} Id.; see Yoshino, \textit{supra} note 8, at 149 (contrasting \textit{Glucksberg’s “closed-ended formulaic approach” with the Court’s preference in \textit{Obergefell} for an “open-ended common law approach widely associated with Justice Harlan’s dissent in \textit{Poe v. Ullman}”)
\bibitem{30} Id.; see Tribe, \textit{supra} note 7, at 18–19 (arguing that Kennedy “delfly demonstrated” the circularity of the dissenters’ argument that “[t]he fundamental right to marry does not include a right to make a State change its definition of marriage”).
\bibitem{31} \textit{Obergefell}, 135 S. Ct. at 2602.
\bibitem{32} Id.
\bibitem{33} Id.; see id. at 2607 (stressing that the First Amendment protects religion and adherents to religious doctrines, who continue opposing marriage equality).
\bibitem{34} Id. at 2602.
\end{thebibliography}
independent precepts. In particular situations, each may rest on different tenets and identify the right’s essence more accurately, even while both may converge to pinpoint and define the right. That dynamic, the Court held, “also applies to same-sex marriage,” as the “challenged laws [not only] burden the liberty of same-sex couples” but also infringe equality’s “central precepts.” In particular, “same-sex couples are denied all the benefits afforded to opposite-sex couples and are barred from exercising a fundamental right.” Accordingly, equal protection, like due process, “prohibits this unjustified infringement of the fundamental right to marry.”

These ideas prompted the majority’s conclusions that the “right to marry is a fundamental right inherent in . . . liberty,” and under due process and equal protection same-sex couples “may not be deprived of that right and that liberty.” The Court held that same-sex couples have this right and invalidated state laws which excluded “same-sex couples from civil marriage.”

Justice Kennedy addressed the notion that jurists should proceed cautiously and await more “legislation, litigation, and debate.” He stated that the Constitution views “democracy [a]s the appropriate process for change” when it does not violate fundamental rights, but

---

35. Id. at 2602–03. For further analysis of this language, see Tribe, supra note 8, at 17 (“Obergefell’s chief jurisprudential achievement is to have tightly wound the double helix of Due Process and Equal Protection into a doctrine of equal dignity . . . .”); Yoshino, supra note 8, at 148 (“Where Loving emphasized equality over liberty, Obergefell made liberty the figure and equality the ground . . . [and] placed a far stronger emphasis on the[ir] intertwined nature . . . .”).

36. Obergefell, 135 S. Ct. at 2603. The Court also noted that “[t]his interrelation . . . furthers our understanding of what freedom is and must become,” and that its prior opinions on the right to marry, invidious sex-based classifications in marriage, and lesbian and gay rights “reflect this dynamic.” Id.; see id. at 2603–04 (discussing prior cases including Loving, Zablocki, Reed v. Reed, and Lawrence).

37. Id. at 2604.

38. Id. The Court stressed that these laws impose a “disability . . . [that] disrespect[s] and subordinate[s] [gays and lesbians].” Id.

39. Id.; see also Nan D. Hunter, Interpreting Liberty and Equality Through the Lens of Marriage, 6 CALIF. L. REV. CIRCUIT 107, 113 (2015) (noting that Obergefell was decided on both liberty and equality grounds).

40. Obergefell, 135 S. Ct. at 2604.

41. Id. at 2604–05 (overruling Baker v. Nelson, 409 U.S. 810 (1972), which summarily dismissed an early marriage equality case for lack of a substantial federal question).

42. Id. at 2605 (deeming Sixth Circuit evaluation of that idea “cogent” but finding considerably more deliberation than was acknowledged). For an argument that waiting causes harm, see Tribe, supra note 8, at 24–25.

43. Obergefell, 135 S. Ct. at 2605.
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constitutional freedom secures a person’s right not to be harmed by unlawful governmental action.\textsuperscript{44} “[N]otwithstanding the more general value of democratic decisionmaking,” the majority remarked that the Constitution demands judicial redress when the government infringes individual rights.\textsuperscript{45} Thus, injured people can vindicate in court “their own direct, personal stake” in the Constitution, “even if the broader public disagrees and . . . the legislature refuses to act,” because the Constitution “withdraw[s] certain subjects” from politics.\textsuperscript{46}

In sum, \textit{Obergefell} extends the Court’s homosexuality jurisprudence, which emphasizes government intrusions on dignity and liberty. The opinion formally recognizes national marriage equality by holding that bans violate the fundamental right to marry on due process and equal protection grounds,\textsuperscript{47} even as it deemphasizes traditional doctrinal Fourteenth Amendment jurisprudence, such as levels of scrutiny and the tests associated with them.\textsuperscript{48}

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF MARRIAGE EQUALITY

Part II analyzes the effectuation of \textit{Obergefell}'s mandate. This section evaluates implementation by federal, state, and local government officials.

A. Federal Government

President Barack Obama’s administration has rather promptly and felicitously implemented complete marriage equality.\textsuperscript{49} For

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{44} Id. (citing Schuette v. Coal. to Defend Affirmative Action, 134 S. Ct. 1623 (2014)).
\item \textsuperscript{45} Id. (citing \textit{Schuette}, 134 S. Ct. at 1637). The Court also declared that this principle applies even if rights protection touches crucial, sensitive matters. \textit{Id}.
\item \textsuperscript{46} Id. at 2605–06 (quoting W. Va. Bd. of Educ. v. \textit{Barnette}, 319 U.S. 624, 638 (1943)). The Constitution “place[s] [fundamental rights] beyond the reach of majorities and officials and . . . establish[es] them as legal principles to be applied by the courts.” \textit{Id} at 2606 (quoting \textit{Barnette}, 319 U.S. at 638). For an analysis of the \textit{Obergefell} majority’s reliance on \textit{Barnette}, see Tribe, \textit{supra} note 8, at 26.
\item \textsuperscript{47} \textit{Obergefell}, 135 S. Ct. at 2604-05.
\item \textsuperscript{48} Id. at 2623 (Roberts, C. J., dissenting); see Baskin v. Bogan, 766 F.3d 648, 655 (7th Cir. 2014) (employing an approach that “is straightforward but comes wrapped . . . in a formidable doctrinal terminology—the terminology of rational basis, of strict, heightened, and intermediate scrutiny, of narrow tailoring, fundamental rights, and the rest”); Hunter, \textit{supra} note 39, at 113–14.
\item \textsuperscript{49} Fully surveying marriage equality’s effectuation is daunting, but I can posit representative treatment by analyzing federal efforts and fully assessing state and local ones in states that had bans.
\end{itemize}
instance, the national government effectuated Windsor’s invalidation of DOMA.\textsuperscript{50} The federal government also rapidly and easily granted federal benefits to same-sex couples in states with bans after courts struck them down.\textsuperscript{51}

B. State Constitutional and Legislative Bans

A substantial majority of the jurisdictions that imposed same-sex marriage proscriptions have seemingly implemented comprehensive marriage equality relatively expeditiously and smoothly. Numerous states have thoroughly assessed their laws and modified any provisos that deny full marriage equality or have instituted processes to survey and change those laws.\textsuperscript{52} However, a rather small number of states have yet to effectuate complete equality. In some, much time will be needed to alter constitutional provisions, as the revision process is complex. For example, substituting marriage equality for the ban could require several years under Virginia’s constitutional amendment process.\textsuperscript{53}

A number of jurisdictions apparently have not reviewed their measures. Some legislatures, such as Idaho, South Carolina and Virginia which preferred to await Obergefell’s final resolution, have left their provisos intact. The Justices’ clear invalidation of marriage


52. These states include West Virginia, Wisconsin, Colorado, Oklahoma and Wyoming. See infra notes 55, 58, 61 and accompanying text.

53. VA. CONST. art. XII, § 1 (2015). The Assembly would twice have to approve and send the people a measure to repeal the ban and substitute a marriage-equality amendment, which could consume at least two years. Id.
equality bans could make insistence on revision seem technical, but strong arguments justify removal. For instance, not deleting prohibitions might require spending resources to litigate the question. The continued existence of limitations may also be a painful reminder of discrimination declared unconstitutional only recently. This harms same-sex couples’ dignity and personhood, concerns which the Obergefell majority repeatedly expressed.\textsuperscript{54} Failing to remove the strictures as well might undermine the Court and Obergefell’s legitimacy.

C. States’ Grants of Same-Sex Marriage Licenses

Most states apparently undertook efforts to implement complete marriage equality promptly after Obergefell issued, but the initiatives proceeded even faster in jurisdictions covered by the Supreme Court’s October 2014 rejection of appeals from the Fourth, Seventh, and Tenth Circuits.\textsuperscript{55} For example, a day after the Court denied certiorari, Virginia’s Governor rapidly initiated actions to fully effectuate the Fourth Circuit opinion, Bostic v. Schaefer,\textsuperscript{56} by promulgating an executive order that commanded agencies and employees to grant same-sex couples all benefits which opposite-sex couples enjoy.\textsuperscript{57} Only two days later, the West Virginia Governor

\textsuperscript{54} E.g., supra notes 26, 33–34 and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{56} Bostic v. Schaefer, 760 F.3d 352 (4th Cir. 2014).

similarly ordered that agencies implement Bostic’s mandate and that clerk offices issue marriage certificates.\textsuperscript{58} North Carolina and South Carolina, two other Fourth Circuit jurisdictions, instituted similar endeavors involving taxation.\textsuperscript{59} Wisconsin also thoroughly effectuated marriage equality after the Seventh Circuit affirmed invalidation of the state’s ban and certiorari was denied,\textsuperscript{60} even though its Governor and Attorney General vigorously pursued both appeals.\textsuperscript{61} Colorado, Oklahoma, and Wyoming, half of the Tenth Circuit states, rather quickly and easily implemented marriage equality once that appeals court ruled and certiorari was refused.\textsuperscript{62} Most others appeared to institute equality relatively quickly and smoothly.\textsuperscript{63}

In certain jurisdictions, however, marriage equality’s implementation proceeded slowly. For example, in February 2015, after a federal district court in Alabama ruled that Alabama’s
“Sanctity of Marriage Amendment” was unconstitutional, Alabama Supreme Court Chief Justice Roy Moore issued an order that authorized probate judges not to furnish same-sex couples marriage licenses. The next month, the Alabama High Court granted a writ of mandamus, which barred probate judges from granting licenses and was construed to assert that only a U.S. Supreme Court marriage-equality opinion, not an Alabama federal district judge ruling, could override its decision. The Alabama Justices then upheld the ban and enforcement, which prevented couples from securing licenses without a new federal court order. After Obergefell issued, the state High Court reminded probate judges that the litigants had twenty-five days to pursue U.S. Supreme Court reconsideration, which led several counties to deny licenses and some to cease providing them or await the Justices’ mandate. This behavior of the counties could have directly injured same-sex couples’ dignity and personhood, which the Obergefell majority deemed worthy of constitutional protection, and the conduct of the Alabama Supreme Court may have indirectly done so.

In February 2015, when one Texas state-court judge invalidated its ban and permitted a clerk to grant one same-sex couple’s marriage license, Texas’s Attorney General claimed that the marriage was


66. Ex parte State, 2015 WL 892752, at *43; see Wasserman, supra note 65, at 211.


68. E.g., supra notes 26, 33–34 and accompanying text.
invalid and persuaded the Texas Supreme Court to enjoin issuance of more licenses.69 When the U.S. Supreme Court Justices released Obergefell, he castigated it and posited an opinion that (1) county clerks enjoy freedoms that may permit “accommodation of their religious objections to issuing same-sex marriage licenses” and (2) judges analogously might claim the government cannot force them to perform “same-sex wedding ceremonies over their religious objections.”70 This may have led several clerks to refuse licenses upon Obergefell’s publication. After a couple sued the Hood County Clerk, however, the remaining clerks decided to grant licenses.71 Texas’s Governor and legislature also seemed not to anticipate, or smoothly facilitate, equality’s implementation, which enabled certain local officials to stall license issuance; however, the legislature did reject bills that would have defied Obergefell’s mandate.72 The clerks’ refusal to issue licenses may have directly harmed same-sex couples’ dignity and personhood, which the Obergefell majority found warranted constitutional protection, and the conduct of the Attorney General, Governor and legislature likely did so indirectly.73 A subsequent decision by the Fifth Circuit apparently further dampened enthusiasm for resistance to Obergefell’s mandate, stating that

---


73. E.g., supra notes 26, 33–34 and accompanying text.
Obergefell “is the law of the land and, consequently, the law of this circuit.” 74

Related actions occurred in Kentucky, but the developments may have reflected partisan division between Steve Beshear, the Democratic Governor, and GOP lawmakers; the parties seemingly failed to predict Obergefell and speedily effectuate equality, which permitted a few clerks to refuse to provide licenses. 75 This erupted into a national spectacle when Kim Davis defied a federal court order to issue licenses and a district judge incarcerated her for contempt. 76

D. Opposition Based on Religious Liberty

Observers have voiced concern that the implementation of marriage equality could prompt activities that violate the religious liberty of same-sex marriage opponents—including judges, clerk of court employees responsible for license issuance, florists, and bakers—who states allegedly will require to facilitate same-sex weddings. 77 North Carolina adopted a statute that exempts local officers from conducting weddings or issuing licenses premised on a “sincerely held religious objection.” 78

76. See infra notes 92–104 and accompanying text.
accommodates the officials’ religious freedom; however, Judge Bunning’s reasoning in the Kim Davis litigation suggests that the law erodes the fundamental right to marry of same-sex couples. Religious liberty concerns also underlay the Indiana legislature’s passage of a similar statute. This sparked much opposition, particularly from industry and employers, who claimed that the statute could tarnish Indiana’s business-friendly reputation, and from marriage equality proponents, who claimed that it would undercut advances. These protests concomitantly spurred the Governor and lawmakers to change the bill. Strikingly analogous developments unfolded in Arkansas. One possibility why only a few jurisdictions adopted similar measures is that a number had already passed a Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA), modeled on the federal statute, and thus may believe that these statutes suffice.

people. Called the ‘Utah compromise,’ it exempted religious groups that object to homosexuality.”

79. See infra notes 92–104 and accompanying text. The law may also undercut the Obergefell majority’s rationales by, for instance, stigmatizing gays and lesbians or disparaging their choices. E.g., supra notes 26, 33–34 and accompanying text. Media found little evidence of problems. For potential problems and possible remedies, see Wilson, supra note 77, at 1175–76. See generally SAME-SEX MARRIAGE AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY: EMERGING CONFLICTS (Douglas Laycock, Anthony R. Picarello Jr. & Robin Fretwell Wilson, eds. 2008) (discussing marriage equality’s implications for religious freedom).


84. 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000bb–1 to –4 (2006); KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 446.350 (West 2013); TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 110.003 (West 2015); see Stolberg, supra note 78 (finding that
States have variously addressed concerns that marriage equality’s implementation can threaten the religious liberty of private individuals and entities. Some states, particularly Utah, Indiana and those with RFRAs, ostensibly protect religious freedom by commanding that government accommodate sincerely-held religious beliefs. However, certain jurisdictions require those holding themselves out as open for business to provide same-sex couples service under antidiscrimination or public-accommodation laws. Most of the few judges who resolved this question have deemed service mandated by the statutes or by analogy to them.

E. Local Governments

Many local government employees, particularly those responsible for performing weddings or issuing marriage licenses, who are situated in jurisdictions that prohibited same-sex marriage appear to have implemented marriage equality rather quickly and smoothly. However, a comparatively small number have not.

Personnel in many locales have facilitated provision of weddings and licenses. For example, Virginia license issuance seemingly operated well because all clerks mounted strong efforts to comply with Bostic, and the seven months needed for completing the Fourth
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twenty-one states have a form of religious exemption law; infra note 85 (explaining why provisos could suffice).

85. See supra notes 78, 80, 82 and accompanying text; see also supra notes 83–84. In states without antidiscrimination laws, those refusing service will not be civilly liable, as there is no statutory cause of action and they can avoid common law breach of implied contract suits by posting notice that they will not provide service. See Yoshino, supra note 8, at 176 (affording an example). In this context, state RFRAs provide a defense to nonexistent liability. In states with antidiscrimination laws, state RFRAs would provide a defense. This prospect shows the need for a federal law that honors marriage equality. See infra notes 134, 136.


87. Craig v. Masterpiece Cakeshop, Inc., No. 14-CA-1351, 2015 WL 4760453, at *8 (Colo. App. Aug. 13, 2015); Elane Photography, LLC v. Willock, 309 P.3d 53, 79 (N.M. 2013); see Yoshino, supra note 8, at 176 (analyzing Elane and finding that “[i]ndividuals who object to the simple existence of same-sex marriage on religious grounds not only have an extremely attenuated claim of harm, but also run up against the prohibition on creating civil law based on religious viewpoints”). Cases are rare, as the issue is new, and same-sex couples and other marriage equality proponents may prefer to simply eschew patronizing those who refuse service or devoting scarce resources to litigation.
Circuit and Supreme Court appeals offered a lengthy period to anticipate difficulties and institute responsive regimes. Virginia officers appreciated that the Court had clearly invalidated the bans and declared marriage equality the law of the land and recognized that they had a duty to implement the Court’s decision.

Nevertheless, public employees in some localities have apparently not implemented full equality. The officers responded to equality cases by not furnishing either same-sex or heterosexual couples with weddings or licenses. A minuscule number apparently failed to provide same-sex couples marriages or licenses, primarily based on religious objections and in response to Obergefell, especially soon after that decision’s issuance. However, this resistance dissipated over time.

The most notorious example, which advanced farthest in the courts and received the greatest publicity, involved Kim Davis’s refusal to grant licenses premised on her religious beliefs. Plaintiffs sued the clerk in the Eastern District of Kentucky where Judge David Bunning preliminarily enjoined Davis and ordered her to issue licenses, as Davis’s inaction violated Obergefell. Judge Bunning determined that the marriage statutes are facially neutral laws of

---


89. See Cooper v. Aaron, 358 U.S. 1, 18 (1958); supra note 74 and accompanying text; see generally RICHARD KLUGER, SIMPLE JUSTICE: THE HISTORY OF BROWN V. BOARD OF EDUCATION AND BLACK AMERICA’S STRUGGLE FOR EQUALITY (1976) (discussing the resistance to and eventual implementation of school desegregation).

90. See supra notes 66, 69, 71 and accompanying text (discussing the refusal of licenses in Alabama and Texas).

91. See supra notes 66, 69, 71 and accompanying text (discussing the refusal of licenses in Alabama and Texas).


general applicability, so even if they burden religious conduct, the laws need only be rationally related to a legitimate governmental purpose. Bunning found that affording equal access to marriage easily satisfied this test, as the Governor’s directive to implement Obergefell “certainly serves the State’s interest in upholding the rule of law,” but the command is also rationally related to several narrower interests which Obergefell identifies. “By issuing licenses to same-sex couples, the State allows them to enjoy ‘the right to personal choice regarding marriage [that] is inherent in the concept of individual autonomy’ and enter into ‘a two-person union unlike any other in its importance to the committed individuals,’” and permits the couples to realize “many societal benefits and fosters stability for their children.” Thus, Judge Bunning concluded that the Governor’s directive protected same-sex couples from the harms about which the Obergefell majority evinced concern and that Obergefell’s implementation “likely does not infringe upon [Davis’s] free exercise rights.”

Davis pursued stays of Bunning’s orders from the Sixth Circuit, which denied her requests because it found minimal likelihood of success on the merits, and from the Supreme Court, which quickly rejected her petition without comment. Davis asked that Judge Bunning order Governor Beshear to relieve her of her licensing duty, but the Governor contended that only the legislature possessed this authority and Bunning denied the request. When she continued disobeying the judge’s orders, he sentenced Davis to jail for

94. Id. at *11.
95. Id.
97. Miller, 2015 WL 4866729, at *11 (citing Obergefell, 135 S. Ct. at 2599–2600); see supra notes 24–26 and accompanying text.
98. Miller, 2015 WL 4866729, at *11; see supra notes 26, 33–34 and accompanying text.
contempt.\textsuperscript{102} Bunning released her five days later after she pledged not to interfere with license issuance.\textsuperscript{103} This dispute proved extremely contentious, because equality champions asserted that Davis was denying same-sex couples the constitutional right to marry and the corresponding benefits that the \textit{Obergefell} majority addressed, and her supporters argued that she was being deprived of religious freedom.\textsuperscript{104}

In sum, concerted endeavors of myriad citizens, national, state and local entities, and government officers brought formal marriage equality to America when \textit{Obergefell} held that same-sex couples possessed a fundamental right to marry. Most states and localities have appeared receptive to marriage equality, but a few have been less responsive. Accordingly, the concluding Part first compares these developments with related historical antecedents; it then proffers future suggestions.

III. A REVIEW OF THE PAST AND SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

A. Historical Echoes

At first glance, the story regarding nascent implementation of marriage equality, particularly in Alabama, Kentucky and Texas, could resemble other critical moments in American history, notably resistance to public school desegregation which followed the Supreme Court’s 1954 decision in \textit{Brown v. Board of Education}.\textsuperscript{105} Certain similarities may exist. For instance, public officials’ refusal to marry same-sex couples or issue licenses might seem analogous to public


\textsuperscript{104} See Ryan T. Anderson, \textit{We Don’t Need Kim Davis To Be In Jail}, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 7, 2015), \url{http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/07/opinion/we-dont-need-kim-davis-to-be-in-jail.html} [http://perma.cc/REZS-24JD]; see Healy, supra note 78; Stolberg, supra note 92; supra notes 17, 19, 23–24, 90–91 and accompanying text (marriage’s benefits).

officers’ resistance to public school desegregation in that both denied equal treatment under the law. However, there are striking differences between resistance to marriage equality and public school desegregation, and the comparison risks trivializing the latter. The geographic and temporal scale and intensity of resistance to public school desegregation were orders of magnitude different from the resistance to marriage equality, at least that witnessed in the six months since Obergefell.

Rather soon after the Court released Brown and Brown II, with the infamous “all deliberate speed” phraseology, that numerous observers have contended granted public officials license to halt or stall desegregation, many states and localities participated in a broad spectrum of actions, which prevented, evaded, or stymied Brown’s implementation across nearly all of the South over an extensive period. These practices included mandatory closure of public schools in localities that desegregated, establishment of private segregated schools, which taxpayer-supported vouchers partially funded, and onerous, complex processes that opponents administered in ways that prevented students from desegregating schools by transferring.

These schemes prevailed in numerous states over the half decade following Brown and even longer in many locales. One especially pernicious illustration is Prince Edward County, Virginia, where public schools remained closed for five years. Even after the Court’s 1958 decision in Cooper v. Aaron, which strongly reiterated that the Brown mandate was the law of the land, and the 1959 publication of the Virginia Supreme Court and federal district-court opinions that

invalidated school closure laws, many Commonwealth school districts still only began token desegregation five years later. Indeed, a number finally desegregated when the Civil Rights Act of 1964 empowered the Justice Department to achieve orderly desegregation through litigation and the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to eliminate federal funding in recalcitrant school districts.

In sharp contrast, a half year after the Justices issued Obergefell, practically every state and most local governments have fully implemented the Court’s mandate, even across much of the South, which initially appeared most resistant. Few localities have experienced resistance and for only a brief period. This compliance means that there has been little need for the kind of dramatic measures which resistance to desegregation necessitated.

Thus, it presently appears that formal marriage equality will soon be a comprehensive reality throughout virtually all the nation. This proposition concomitantly suggests that marriage equality’s implementation more closely resembles developments which followed in the wake of Loving v. Virginia, rather than Brown. Numerous states and many localities instituted marriage equality comparatively promptly and smoothly after Loving was decided, and interracial couples encountered relatively few difficulties securing weddings and licenses from public officials.


113. Tobias, supra note 108, at 1280–81; see Wilkinson, supra note 107, at 82–83, 98–100.

114. Tobias, supra note 108, at 1270, 1279–81; see Wilkinson, supra note 107, at 102–08.


B. Suggestions for the Future

1. State and Local Governments. In all jurisdictions, state and local officials—legislators, Governors, Attorneys General, and personnel who conduct weddings and issue marriage licenses—must fully implement Obergefell’s mandate so that same-sex couples and their families, particularly these couples’ children, receive the same treatment as opposite-sex couples and their families. The early initiatives that effectuated Obergefell appear constructive, but officers should redouble efforts to ensure that the promise of marriage equality becomes a reality.117 This would allow same-sex couples and their families to experience less “stigma, humiliation and prejudice” and enjoy the many concrete and intangible benefits which marriage provides.118

State and local officials might also want to gather, evaluate, and synthesize empirical data on the issuance of licenses, the performance of marriages, and the infringement of religious liberty of government staff and private service providers. Little evidence now indicates the existence of many serious or widespread difficulties;119 however, if review adduces problems, officials must devise solutions.

Implementation of equality allegedly could force opponents to engage in activities which violate their religious beliefs.120 North Carolina’s law grants public workers certain exemptions based on a “sincerely held religious objection.”121 The procedures seemingly accommodate public employees’ religious freedom but may well undermine same-sex couples’ fundamental right to marry; thus, state and local officers must effectuate this and related measures, namely

117. States like Maryland and New York that adopted marriage equality earlier and have been implementing it longer may serve as models for others.

118. See supra notes 5, 12, 22–26, 38 and accompanying text. Tangible ones are economic gains, notably marriage’s effects on health care and taxation, and adoption of children. Less tangible ones include respect, legitimacy, companionship, emotional support, and recognition. Baskin v. Bogan, 766 F.3d 648, 658 (7th Cir. 2014); Bostic v. Schaefer, 760 F.3d 352, 381, 384 (4th Cir. 2014).


120. See supra note 77; infra note 130 (providing examples of litigations involving religious freedom).

121. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 51-5.5 (2015). States envisioning similar laws must scrutinize North Carolina’s experience to ensure they protect rights of all. Campo-Flores, supra note 67; Stolberg, supra note 91.
RFRAs, in ways that safeguard the rights of all. Jurisdictions and localities should also explore and institute constructive remedies that will prevent or ameliorate incidents similar to the contentious, unproductive dispute in Kentucky. Possible solutions include authorizing personnel other than employees with sincere religious objections in the same or adjacent locales to discharge relevant duties. If these controversies resist amicable disposition and erupt into litigation, courts should address them similarly to Judge Bunning’s resolution.

When equality’s implementation requires private individuals or entities to undertake actions that ostensibly violate their religious beliefs, different considerations apply. Legislation in certain states putatively safeguards religious liberty by making government accommodate sincerely-held religious objections, even while antidiscrimination or public-accommodations laws in others honor same-sex couples’ right to marry by requiring those holding themselves out as open for business to provide the service requested. The preferable solution is having all open-for-business individuals and entities serve every patron, as the latter statutes prescribe and most judges deciding these issues have concluded. Nonetheless, the market could address that conundrum, because few same-sex couples or equality supporters may want to patronize those refusing service.

Legislative and executive branches should meticulously review constitutional, statutory, and regulatory provisos and change all strictures that they find preclude same-sex couples from achieving marriage equality. Legislatures that chose to await final Supreme Court resolution must assiduously scrutinize laws and promptly


123. See supra notes 85–86 and accompanying text.

124. See supra notes 86–87 and accompanying text. Because RFRAs may trump the latter laws, Congress should pass the Equality Act to honor the right to marry. See supra note 85; infra notes 134, 136.

125. For example, Virginia agencies, with aid from the Attorney General, conducted full reviews of rules and modified any that limit marriage equality. See supra note 81 and accompanying text.
change any that deny same-sex couples marriage equality, because this practice has important symbolic and pragmatic value.\textsuperscript{126}

All state-court judges should correspondingly be receptive to litigation filed by people in same-sex marriages or those who wish to enter or leave such marriages. For example, judicial officials in these jurisdictions could generally treat lesbian and gay persons and couples the same as opposite-sex individuals and partners when entertaining adoption, divorce, and custody disputes.\textsuperscript{127}

Because certain states and numerous localities have instituted complete equality too slowly,\textsuperscript{128} they must expeditiously implement equality by consulting efforts in Maryland, Wisconsin, and other jurisdictions that have promptly and easily implemented thorough equality.\textsuperscript{129} If state or local officers proceed too slowly, individuals or groups who have filed previous cases might want to reopen them and even urge courts to hold resistant officials in contempt.\textsuperscript{130} Should those parties forego lawsuits, others harmed by the failure to implement equality may contemplate litigation that would vindicate their rights. Jurisdictions and localities must also guarantee that initiatives to attain equality do not threaten religious liberty but that attempts to safeguard religious freedom do not undercut marriage equality.\textsuperscript{131}

State and local governments in jurisdictions that have yet to extend lesbian and gay individuals full protection from discrimination must carefully consider enacting laws that prohibit employment, housing, and other discrimination.\textsuperscript{132} State and local officers could

\textsuperscript{126} See supra Part II.B. Some have moved slowly to review and repeal laws that deny marriage equality. E.g., Eckholm & Fernandez, supra note 63; Blinder & Pérez-Peña, supra note 92; see infra notes 134, 136 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{127} Cases from several state supreme courts may intimate this. See Boswell v. Boswell, 721 A.2d 662, 669, 679 (Md. 1998); Miller-Jenkins v. Miller-Jenkins, 637 S.E.2d 330, 337 (Va. Ct. App. 2006); Davenport v. Little-Bowser, 611 S.E.2d 366, 371–72 (Va. 2005). If litigants pursue the right to marry in state court, judges should remember that Obergefell is binding.

\textsuperscript{128} Most of these states and localities are in the South. See Editorial, Illegal Defiance on Same-Sex Marriage, N.Y. TIMES (July 10, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/10/opinion/illegal-defiance-on-same-sex-marriage.html [http://perma.cc/MN8B-2WD2]; supra notes 64–72, infra note 130. But see Eckholm & Fernandez, supra note 63.

\textsuperscript{129} See supra notes 55–63, 89.


\textsuperscript{131} See supra notes 120–22 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{132} See supra note 86; see also Hunter, supra note 39, at 112 (emphasizing the need for laws that prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation).
model regulations on measures adopted by other jurisdictions and localities to prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation.\footnote{See Non-Discrimination Laws: State by State Information – Map, supra note 86.}

Another model is the recently-introduced Federal Equality Act (FEA) that would bar discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity nationwide.\footnote{See Federal Equality Act, S. 1858, 114th Cong. (2015) (referred to the Subcommittee on the Constitution and Civil Justice); supra note 85.}

Consideration by state and local governments assumes much significance because Congress will not seriously assess the FEA before the 2016 election.

2. Federal Government. The Obama Administration has rapidly and smoothly instituted broad marriage equality by, for instance, quickly and felicitously effectuating\textit{ Windsor} and\textit{ Obergefell}.\footnote{See supra notes 49–51 and accompanying text.} The current administration should continue and widen those endeavors, and the next President must initiate similar actions, although this will depend on who succeeds Obama.

If jurisdictions follow these suggestions, federal courts will probably address few situations that resemble the one that Judge Bunning confronted. When jurists do, they must respect same-sex couples’ right to marry while accommodating officials’ sincerely-held religious objections. For example, Bunning correctly honored marriage rights when he determined that the marriage equality mandate did not infringe “[Davis’s] free exercise rights,” required her to grant licenses, found Davis in contempt for violating court orders, and rejected the clerk’s accommodation request, even as he partly left it to state elected officials.139

IV. CONCLUSION

The Obergefell decision, which continued and expanded the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence articulated in earlier homosexuality opinions, declared that formal marriage equality is now the law of the land. This development has enabled same-sex couples and their families, notably the couples’ children, to realize many important benefits which only heterosexual couples previously enjoyed. Thus, all states and localities that have promptly and smoothly implemented marriage equality must continue and redouble their valuable endeavors. Jurisdictions and local areas that have yet to attain full equality or have moved slowly ought to increase efforts, so the promise of equality becomes a reality. For instance, they should review existing laws and delete bans, respect marriage equality, accommodate those with sincerely-held religious objections to marriage equality insofar as possible, and seriously consider adopting antidiscrimination measures that resemble the Federal Equality Act.